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**Monday 26: Rejowiec Fabryczny, Poland**

**Presentation on the Project "Social Participation in Local Energy Planning" in cooperation with the Polish Institute for Sustainable Development** by Mayor, Stanisław Bodys and representatives of the municipality council and local NGO society leaders. 

Visit thermal renovated house, natural gas heating stations

**Tuesday 27: Krakow, Poland**

AGH University and NGOs KISE, and PKE

**Presentations:**
- Biomass in Poland
- Straw – Environmental Friendly Use of Biomass for Energy Purposes
- Energy Saving in Buildings - Low Cost Measures

Presentation by Adam Gula, Dr. Prof., AGH University Faculty of Energy and Fuels, and NGO KISE

**Straw as Biomass for Energy (film)** by Wojciech Goryl, PhD

**Test Straw Boiler of the University** by Krzysztof Sornek, PhD.

**Project’s Presentations:**
- **Energy Assessment in the 3 regions in Belarus**
  Presentation by Dzianis Rymko, Energy Institute of Belarus Academy of Science.
- **The Danish Strategic Energy Plan 2030 of Randers, Denmark and a Municipality in Sweden**
- **The EU Covenant of Mayors Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAP)**
  Presentations by Judit Szoleczky, INFORSE.

**Wednesday 28: Slovakia**

Visit the biomass heating facilitates in the villages financed by the EU Restructural Fund

The project was initiative by the Slovakian NGO Friends of the Earth (CEPA). 

Presentation and tour by representative of the association of the municipalities, and by Juraj Zamkovsky, CEPA.

**Thursday 29: Budapest, Hungary**

**Panel House Renovation at Uj Palota, district of Budapest**

Guided Tour by the architect Attila Ertsey.

**Regional Environmental Center (REC) in Szentendre**
- Conference Building (renovation, solar installations). Guided Tour by Andras Ferene, head of Technical Service Dep’t.
- Presentations of the REC and REC’s Belarus project.
- Presentation of 100% Renewable Scenario by Bela Munkacsy, adj. prof., ELTE University and president of Environmental Educational Network (EEN).

**Air Heat Pump Exhibition-Demo Room, Budapest**

by Lajos Dvorzsák, engineer, Thermo Ltd., distributor of air-heat pumps.

**Friday 30: North East Hungary Region, Bükk Hill & Miskolc**

**Bükk Regional LEADER Project: “1 village - 1 MW project”**

Tour in several “energy yards” of villages, different renewable energy technology (solar, straw, biodiesel, greenhouse)

Presentation 100% sustainable energy self sufficient concept for this region by Lajos Vass, LEADER project